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QUESTION 1

Which statement describes the attributes of a subsystem? 

A. Coordinates workflow and resource use 

B. Manages user work and prevents unwanted data access 

C. Assigns the resources that are allocated to any given job 

D. Controls specific system processing functions, and manages disk and memory usage 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Why is Network Address Translation (NAT) a benefit to corporations? 

A. It converts MAC addresses to IP addresses. 

B. It allows corporations to hide private addresses from the public. 

C. It links specific portions of an internal network with corporate cost centers. 

D. It enables protocol conversion between network entities such as SANs and application servers. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the purpose of System Managed Access Path Protection (SMAPP)? 

A. To prevent excessive I/O queuing when updating access paths 

B. To automatically save file access data for security auditing 

C. To improve application run time by providing a \\'short cut\\' to data 

D. To reduce recovery time by journaling changes in access path size and location 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which list contains only objects that can affect the amount of memory available to a job? 

A. Job description,Subsystem description,Routing program. 

B. Job description,Class description.Shared Pool memory pool description 



C. Job description,Subsystem description,Shared Pool memory pool description 

D. Class description,Subsystem description,Shared Pool memory pool description 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator creates a new user profile and assigns that new profile to two groups that manage most of the users on
the system, GROUP1 and GROUP2. GROUP1 has update authority for APP1 application. GROUP2 has only read 

authority to APP2 application. The new user is able to access APP1 and APP2 as expected. 

A month later the administrator needs to allow only this user to update three tables in APP2. No other users should have
this system privileged. 

What should the administrator do to achieve this goal? 

A. Add the three tables to group profile GROUP1. 

B. Add a private authority to the three tables in APP2 for the user. 

C. Change the group profile GPOUP2 to allow update to the three tables. 

D. Change the *EXECUTE authority on the three tables to allow GROUP1 to access them 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An OLAP application has stopped obtaining data from the IBM i system. The issue has been identified as one of the
host servers has stopped. Which host server is responsible for this issue? 

A. File 

B. Central 

C. Database 

D. Data Queue 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which set of object authorities will enable users to run a program object and update data used by the program? 

A. *USE for the program objects and *CHANGE for the data files. 

B. *\\'EXECUTE for the program objects and *CHANGE for the data files. 



C. *OBJEXIST for the program objects and *UPDATE for the data files. 

D. *USE for the program objects and *DELETE "UPDATE for the data files. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Which requirement must be met before creating a journal from a command line? 

A. A target journal receiver must exist. 

B. The user must be signed on with the QSECOFR profile. 

C. The target journal receiver must be in the library QSYS. 

D. The receiver library must be different than the journal library 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

An application is being moved from the test partition to the production partition. The administrator needs to ensure that
users can call programs and update any data, but users should not be allowed to change the application itself. Which
authority permission settings should the administrator use to accomplish the goal? 

A. Program objects set to *USEFile objects set to*CHANGE 

B. Program and file objects set to *CHANGE authority with an authorization list 

C. Objects in the application setto*USEProgram objects set to "execute" authorityFile objects set to "alter" authority 

D. Program objects set to PREFERENCE authority of QDFTOWN user profileFile objects set to PREFERENCE
authority of QUSER user profile 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A user has forgotten their password and asked the administrator to reset it. Company security policy requires passwords
to be known only to the user. 

The administrator used System i Navigator to access the Igor user profile. 



After checking "User must change password at next sign-on", what must the administrator do to reset the password? 

A. Type a new password in the password box. 

B. Select "Personal" and click "Reset user password." 

C. Select "Capabilities" and click "Reset to Previous Password." 

D. Drop down the password list, and select "Reset password to default." 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

User HOK tries to login and received the message "User profile cannot sign on." What is the most likely cause for the
error? 

A. The user\\'s profile has been deleted. 

B. The user\\'s profile has been disabled. 

C. The QMAXSIGN system value is set to 1. 

D. The QMAXSGNACN system value is set to 1. 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which certificate store is the correct repository for a digital certificate supporting applications which use Secure Socket
Layer (SSL)? 

A. *ADMIN 

B. *SYSTEM 

C. *SSLSERVER 

D. *OBJECTSIGNING 

Correct Answer: B 
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